
 
ANNUAL CONFERENCES OF THE PARTNERSHIP  

"NEW USES OF COLLECTIONS IN ART MUSEUMS” 

 

 

CIÉCO’s Partnership “New Uses of Collections in Art Museums” is 

pleased to partner with the Galerie UQO to announce its second 

annual conference:  

 

CATHERINE WOOD 
Senior Curator of International Art (Performance) at Tate Modern 
 

Have We Ever Been Modern?  
Things Performance Does to the Museum 

 
Wednesday, March 30, 2022, from 12:00 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. 
(Montreal time), on the Zoom platform. 
 
 

Catherine Wood will talk about her experience as a curator at Tate Modern, navigating both the 

history of post-war art and its foundations in performance and participation—how to collect, 

preserve, show and share this work—and in parallel, about working with the contemporary 

generation since the early 2000s whose work does not observe the segregation of disciplinary 

boundaries and medium specificity that Modernism, and a museum like Tate, was founded upon. 

Asking questions about the museum as a social space, and a place of ritual and remembering, she 

will look at specific case studies of artworks that have been brought into the Tate’s collection in the 

past 15 years and discuss how they challenge fundamental conceptions: by proposing the object 

as a score; collecting as immaterial practice; challenging the idea of ownership. 

 

Catherine Wood is Senior Curator of International Art (Performance) at Tate Modern. Responsible 

for researching, collecting and programming performance in the museum, she organized Ei 

Arakawa’s interactive Turbine Hall project, after Yoshihara Jirō, Please Draw Freely in 2021; 

initiated Tate Modern’s annual Live Exhibition in the Tanks, with Andrea Lissoni, featuring artists 

including Faustin Linyekula, Anne Imhof, Fujiko Nakaya, Isabel Lewis, Joan Jonas and Jumana 

Emil Abboud; Wood co-curated the Rauschenberg retrospective at Tate Modern in 2017. Previous 

exhibitions include A Bigger Splash: Painting after Performance in 2012, The World as a Stage in 

2007 and the online broadcast project, “BMW Tate Live: Performance Room” in 2011. She is the 

author of Yvonne Rainer: The Mind is a Muscle (2007, Afterall/MIT Press) and Performance in 

Contemporary Art (2018, Tate Publishing). 

 
If you have any questions, please contact Josée Desforges, the Partnership’s scientific coordinator, 
at: coordination@cieco.co.  

https://umontreal.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZAld-2vrjwsGNBLgUDpEjHK1kubMifrpeh5
mailto:coordination@cieco.co

